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Dear Members,

First of all, I would like to thank members from all over the world for their great 
support. I am very pleased that everyone loved our 1st Anniversary ePhotobook 
and asked how to be in the next 2nd Anniversary.

At the moment we have more than 3,600 members, we are still on average about 
250+ members per month, which we are very happy with and it also means we will 
have more great photos to share with each other. 

Selecting the top 10 photos of the month from both categories is getting harder and 
harder each month. This issue we have some new and old members appearing in 
this section which makes it very interesting. I would like to congratulate all 
photographers who appear in this issue and thank you for supplying additional 
details.

The “Spotlight UW Macro Photographer” this month, features Eunjae Im. I am a big 
fan of his work and I still feel sad that I can’t join his shootout at NAD Resort in 
Lembeh. There will be such a great bunch of underwater photographers and it is 
one of my favourite macro destinations. 

Henry Jager is back with another great compact camera series, “Focus on 
Compact Cameras part 6” with important subjects like Image Quality, Exposure, 
Histogram etc. 

The Macro Diving Trip articles this month is very interesting, great details and 
photos, usually we always hear about South East Asia, but this time it is from the 
East Coast of the United Arab Emirates from Iyad Suleyman. 

The survey question this month is all about cropping. Lots of members wanted to 
know how we normally crop. Also a great debate from group members who also 
posted. Providing great details and summary from Chris Spence. So now we know 
what we normally do when we are talking about cropping. 

I would like to thank Adriano Morettin for the great cover photo, Eunjae Im for a 
great portfolio profile and photos, Henry Jager for another excellent article for 
compact cameras, Henry sent this article while on holiday, really appreciate that. 
Iyad Suleyman for a great macro diving holiday report and great photos, Chris 
Spence for admin work and survey question and article. Great work everyone, 
appreciate that.



OCTOBER - Top 10 DSLR Photos
(in no particular order)
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Adriano Morettin

Mike Bartick 

Nicolas Terry
Mohamed Shafraz Naeem
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Alan Lo (Hong Kong)

Title :   Flying Octopus

Critters name :      Juvenile Octopus

Location taken :     Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.alanlo.com.hk

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D mark II and Canon 100mm L Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Sea&Sea and 2 x INON Z240

Dioptre :   SubSee +5 

Camera Setting :    F20, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This shot was taken on one of my favourite dive site in Tulamben, Bali. 
This juvenile octopus was so amazing that I spent almost 40mins of 
observing and shooting it. In order to capture this action, my dual INON 
Z240 has to be pre adjusted & angled a bit to the object. Really speedy 
shot, everything has to be quick & accurate.
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Jerome Kim (Korea)

Title :   I'm still a baby!

Critters name :      Juvenile Hairy frogfish

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Personal Website :   www.jeromekim.com

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D mark II and 
                                  Canon 100mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Sea&Sea and 2 x INON Z240

Dioptre :   SubSee +10 

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/200 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This baby frogfish was so tiny, about 1.5cm long and was sitting on the sandy bottom. I had to use diopter to 
shoot this cutie's details and adjust direction of the strobes upwards to minimise reflection from the floor.

Luckily I was able to see him grow up until it reached to 7cm long but it disappeared after. I miss his deep blue 
eyes and hope to see him again in the near future.
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Kristin Anderson (Australia)

Title :   In the round

Critters name :      Juvenile Filefish

Location taken :     Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Camera and Lens :   Canon 40D and Canon 60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Subal and INON Z220 and Z240 

Camera Setting :    F20, 1/160 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I saw this little guy flitting around this spiralled whip and thought that it would be cool to get him framed with the geometric 
shape. I got down low to make sure I had nothing in the background, made sure I had a full circle instead of just the spirals, set 
the strobes and waited. He kept partially hiding and that wasn't exactly what I wanted. I took four frames all told and this was 
the closest I came. I found that by gently moving my housing a tiny bit, the fish would move to check it out and I was able to 
balance my movement with his movement to get it all lined up. It was frustrating, but worth it - though next time I'd rather just be 
lucky and have him in the right place!
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Tony Cherbas (Guam)

Title :   Star Eaters

Critters name :      Harlequin Shrimp (Hymenocera picta)

Location taken :     Guam

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D7000 and Nikkor 60mm

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and INON Z240

Dioptre :   SubSee +5 

Additional equipment add on:   Fiber Optic Snoot from Scubacam 

Camera Setting :    F18, 1/125 sec, ISO 250

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I was excited to find these Harlequin Shrimp in local waters as I have heard about 
them for a while but have never actually seen them in Guam. The first time I found 
them I noted the crevice that they were hiding in so that I could find them again the 
next dive. I returned to the spot about three times a week, each time with a new idea 
of how to shoot them. I used  a 105mm, 40mm, and  a 60mm  and experimented with 
diopters, snoots and even the Zen mini dome, which added a bit of  close-focus-wide-
angle perspective.  

Each time I returned to the spot I would concentrate my efforts on shooting these 
shrimp for the entire dive.  Basically I just followed them around while they were out 
hunting for starfish and looked for the right moment to press the shutter. The 
challenge was cutting out the busy background of coral rubble that these particular 
Harlequin Shrimp were fond of living around. The snoot seemed to be a good tool for 
this, but it is quite difficult to snoot a moving subject! So chalk one up to luck, and 
PATIENCE!
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Marcello Di Francesco (Italy)

Title :   Tenderness

Critters name :      Risbecia tryoni and Chromodoris coi

Location taken :     Ambon, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.marcellodifrancesco.com

Camera and Lens :  Canon 500D and Canon 60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nimar and INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/250 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I love photographing Nudibranchs, they are and easy subject but often allow high-impact photos and it always gives a lot 
of satisfaction. These two are different species but they were on the same piece of wood left on the sandy bottom.
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Joaquin Gutierrez Fernandez (Spain)

Title :   Boxer Crab

Critters name :      Boxer Crab (Lybia tesselata)

Location taken :     Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Personal Website :   flickr.com/photos/fotografiasubmarina/

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D mark II and 
                                  Canon 100mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Subal and Seacam 250

Dioptre :   SubSee +5 

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/100 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

A species I was eager to see for some time, this on a hard coral, the problem with this is that we can burn the white with the 
flash, the camera exposure must compensate very well.

It's easy to take a photo as the crab barely moves and this site provides the power to make a good photo. A closed aperture to 
get more depth in approach. Thanks to the guides of KBR Lembeh what I searched for three days

© Joaquin Gutierrez Fernandez
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Adriano Morettin (Italy)

Title :   Tiger Shrimp

Critters name :      Tiger Shrimp (Phyllognathia ceratophthalma)

Location taken :     Lembeh Strait, Indonesia 

Personal Website :   
fotocommunity.it/fotografo/adriano-morettin/1412726

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D800E and Nikon 60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   SEACAM and 2 x SEACAM 150

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/125 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This beautiful shrimp is very small, about 2cm. so it is very difficult to make him a nice picture in the foreground. For 
this reason I used the 60 micro in order to have more depth of field at the minimum distance of focus. Moreover I tried 
to take a picture with the background of the sea to have the greatest possible contrast with its beautiful colour.
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Mike Bartick (USA)

Title :   Going Chromi!

Critters name :      Chromodoris willandi

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Personal Website :   www.saltwaterphoto.com

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D300s and Nikor 105mm

Housing and Strobes :   Sea&Sea and Sea&Sea YS D-1

Dioptre :   SubSee +5

Additional equipment add on:   Nocturnal modeling light

Camera Setting :    F18, 1/100 sec, ISO 160

This is a very common Nudibranch that can be found all around the 
Philippines. But sometimes they are just hard to pass up. I really like the +5 
diopter with these larger Nudibranchs, it allows me to fill my frame with very 
minimal adjustments.
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Camera and Lens :    Nikon D700 and Nikon 105mm

Housing and Strobes :   Subal and 2 x INON Z220

Additional equipment add on:   Kenko tubes 12mm & 36mm (I use these tubes to allow the 105mm closer to the subject)

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/250 sec, ISO 250

I saw the Cuttlefish stalking its prey so I decided to settle and watch for a while, the Cuttlefish was after small shrimp and 
BANG, it happened, how quick was that strike.... I then set my strobe power slightly up to freeze the shot and then I 
waited. I controlled my breathing so not to spook the Cuttlefish and then managed to capture a few action shots, I spent a 
significant amount of time watching before taking the shot.

Nicolas Terry (Australia)

Title :   Hunting Cuttlefish

Critters name :      The Mourning Cuttlefish

Location taken :    Clifton Garden, Sydney, 
                              Australia

Personal Website :   www.atollscuba.com
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Mohamed Shafraz Naeem (Maldives)

Title :   You looking at me?

Critters name :      Suzanne’s Flatworm 
                             (Pseudoceros suzzanae)

Location taken :     Ari Atoll, Maldives

Personal Website :   www.atollscuba.com

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D300 and Nikor 60mm

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and INON Z240

Dioptre :   Nexus CL-90 ‘Woody’ wet diopter

Camera Setting :    F13, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

This dive site is well known for macro creatures but the visibility was very poor and I saw the flatworm as I was about to 
go up to the safety stop. I was waiting about 20 minutes for the flatworm to turn around and face the camera. And it just 
stopped and ‘looked’ straight at the camera!



OCTOBER - Top 10 Compact Camera and 
Compact System Cameras (CSC) Photos

(in no particular order)
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Vanessa Costa

Walter Bassi Daniel Dominic  

Fabio Russo

Alberto GallucciJos Broere

Jim Chen

Domy TripodiPaul Rudder

Damian Hofman  
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Vanessa Costa (Netherlands)

Title :   Nudibranch Kisses

Critters name :      Glossodoris cincta

Location taken :    Safaga, Egypt

Personal Website :   flickr.com/photos/kleinecos/

Camera and Lens :   Olympus Pen E-PL 1 

Lens :   Panasonic Leica 45mm

Housing :   Olympus PT-EP-01

Strobes :   INON D2000

Camera Setting :    F11, 1/80sec, ISO 250

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

These species of nudibranchs are quite large, so getting the whole slug in frame with a macro lens is an option but these guys 
are big enough to make a close-up even if you don't own gadgets like a 10+ Subsee. Framing on only the head with the 
rhinophores in focus gives a nice Nudibranch portrait. In this picture you see the details of the mouth, that's just luck!! 

After more than 200 dives it is the first Nudibranch we found in this pose. With an aperture of f11 you'll have sharp rhino's and 
a nice Depth of Field for a blur background.
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Walter Bassi (Italy)

Title :   Serpula

Critters name :      Serpula vermicularis

Location taken :    Capo Noli, Italy

Camera and Lens :   Olympus E-PL 1 and Zuiko 14-42mm

Housing :   Olympus PT-EP-01

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS 110 alpha and YS 02

Dioptre :   Subsee +5

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/160sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

This shot was done in a shore dive, depth 17 metres. This is serpula 
resident on a rock next to a den where you often make good matches.

I love this subject, and is often not considered, I think it has beautiful 
colours and represents delicacy and elegance. Serpula often gets back 
to the tube when divers get closer to it, and in this case I was lucky.
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Daniel Dominic  (Philippines)

Title :   The Climb

Critters name :      Sea pen porcelain crab (Pocellanella picta)

Location taken :    Punta Bilar, Surigao City, Philippines

Camera :   Canon S95

Housing :   Ikelite

Strobes :   Intova ISS2000

Dioptre :   Subsee +10

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/125 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

This photo was taken during a night dive. Found this little fella just a few 
inches off the sandy/silty bottom. l landed a few feet away from the 
subject and slowly crawled towards it to avoid back scatter. I positioned 
my strobe above the port to get this effect. To be very honest, the effect 
was unintentional. I am a newbie. I am still learning the trade. Thanks to 
UWMP Group for inspiring me!
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Fabio Russo  (Italy)

Title :   Bad guy!

Critters name :      Lizard fish (Synodus variegatus)

Location taken :    Pantelleria island, Trapani, Italy

Personal Website :   facebook.com/Scubabiology.it

Camera :   Nikon Coolpix 8400

Housing :   Ikelite 

Strobes :   Ikelite DS50 and INON S2000

Dioptre :   Subsee +10

Camera Setting :    F7.7, 1/125sec, ISO 50

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

The Atlantic lizardfish, it’s the only species of lizard fish in Mediterranean water, it’s a sand predator that catches its 
prey (fishes and invertebrate) hunting to ambush from the sand bottom!
I saw it in shallow water and I set time to reuse a little of the sunlight, this fish was a big one but the species is very 
wary during the day when just a small movement is enough to hide it in the sand, so I was patient and really calm to 
have the shortest distance possible for have this shot!
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Alberto Gallucci (Italy)

Title :   Shrimp

Critters name :      Periclimenes aegylios

Location taken :    Formentera, Spain

Personal Website :   www.albertogallucciscuba.com

Camera and Housing :    Canon G12 and Isotecnic

Strobes  :   2 x INON Z240 

Dioptre :   INON UCL 165 and INON UCL 330

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/500 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

I found and photographed this shrimp at the site of 'Punta Gavina', north-west of the Island of Formentera, Balearic Sea in 
just eight meters of water near the mooring buoy. I seized the moment in which it found itself on a brown sponge very close 
to a sea anemone, thus having a perfect backdrop to bring out the colours of this little critter.

Unfortunately, after a short time it disappeared from my sight!
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Jos Broere  (Netherlands)

Title :   Funny eyes

Critters name :      Peacock Mantis shrimp 

                             (Odontodactylus scyllarus)

Location taken :    Moalboal, Philippines

Personal Website :   www.aquacam.nl

Camera and Lens :   Olympus Pen E-PL 3 

Lens :   Panasonic Leica 45mm

Housing :   Olympus PT-EP-03

Strobes :   2 x Sea&Sea YS-01

Dioptre :   Subsee +10

Camera Setting :    F5.6, 1/100sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

When I saw the Mantis he was very nervous and running around. Take your time and be patient then you can come closer to the 
Mantis. I chose a very small F-stop to get only the eyes in focus and to blur the rest of the Mantis. The hardest thing is to get both 
eyes sharp. For the photo I used the Panasonic 45mm and the SubSea +10 dioptre.
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Jim Chen (Taiwan)

Title :   Underwater Bumblebee

Critters name :      Bumblebee  Shrimp 
                             (Gnathophyllum americanum)

Location taken :    Northeast Coast, Taiwan

Camera :   Panasonic GX1

Lens :   Panasonic Leica 45mm Macro

Housing :   Nauticam

Strobes :   INON Z240

Dioptre :   Subsee +10

Camera Setting :    F16, 1/160sec, ISO 160

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

There is a high chance to see it at Jinsha Bay (dive site) in Northeast Coast, Taiwan. If you are 10 meters deep, you can 
see it and shoot for a long time. However, Bumblebee Shrimp will fly everywhere really like honeybee, it is very difficult 
to photograph in the daytime. So we can photograph until night dive.

Shale environment & Diadema setosumat, have brought up the growth of the Bumblebee Shrimp. Summer (early July 
through late September) to be most suitable for the season.
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Paul Rudder  (Australia)

Title :   Fly Me To Bed

Critters name :      Pyjama Squid (Sepioloidea lineolata)

Location taken :    Nelson Bay, NSW. Australia

Personal Website :   www. paulsdivegallery.webs.com 

Camera :   Canon G12

Housing :   Canon WP-DC34

Strobes :   2 x Sea&Sea YS 27

Dioptre :   +6 INON 165

Additional equipment add on :  Sola 800 Photo Focus Light

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/500sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

As these guys are nocturnal, their eyes are very sensitive to light so 
most photo's are of the subject with their pupils closed to a slit. I turned 
my focus light to red on the lowest setting and after a short while, the 
squid opened his eyes and became inquisitive to the point he left the 
sand and hovered near my focus light like normal squid often do.

To capture this guy in flight was a fantastic feeling for me because they 
are so cool :)
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Domy Tripodi (Italy)

Title :   Aliens

Critters name :      Oceania Armata

Location taken :    Reggio Calabria, Italy

Camera :   Canon G11

Housing :   Isotta G11

Strobes :   Sea&Sea YS 110 alpha

Dioptre :   Subsee +5

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/250 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

This idromedusa transparent approaches the coast at certain times 
of the year carried by the current. Lives in open water is also 
difficult to photograph because of its small size 8.10mm, one must 
know how to wait and have a good attitude.
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Damian Hofman  (Australia)

Title :   Flight of the Dumpling

Critters name :      Southern Dumpling Squid 
                             (Euprymna tasmanica)

Location taken :    Clifton Garden, Sydney, Australia

Camera :   Canon G12

Housing :   Canon WP-DC34

Strobes :   INON Z240

Dioptre :   +6 No Brand

Additional equipment add on :  Sola 800 Photo Focus Light

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/800 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo :

This shot was taken towards the end of my dive and I was lucky enough to see this squid mid water. Most I had seen that night 
were buried in the sand with only their eyes showing. I did not realise until I downloaded the picture that my dive buddies 
perfectly placed torch light was shining on the sand behind it, but that has provided an interesting lighting effect behind it.



Spotlight UW Macro Photographer

EunJae Im is a professional underwater 
photographer and videographer from 
Republic of Korea. He has been based in 
Indonesia more than 10 years and moved 
back to Korea since 2009. 

He is currently working as a Director at 
uwimage.kr production. He is also a 
founder and editor of the online community 
for underwater photo and videographer in 
Korea called Underwater.kr

He started diving and taking underwater 
photos in Bali and in recent years he 
traveled to other dive sites in Indonesia, 
Philippines, Maldives, Malaysia, Timor 
Leste, Thailand. He also often leads and 
organises underwater photography and 
videography trips.

You can find more of his underwater 
images on his personal website and video 
on Vimeo o r You tube channe l a t 
vimeo.com/channels/eunjae

He is organising a major 
underwater photo contest 

this year called 
"Underwater.kr Lembeh 

Shootout” in Dec 2012. You 
can find for more 

information about this 
contest at:

 underwater.kr/shootout/Favourite macro diving trip (Holiday):  Indonesia
Favourite macro subjects:  Crustacean

-: Equipment for Macro photograph :-

Camera :  Canon 7D and Canon 5D Mark III
Lens :  Canon 8-15mm FE, 60mm and 100mm, 
Housing :   Nauticam

Strobe :   Sea&Sea 27DX & YS-110a, Inon S2000 & Z240

Dioptre:  FIT +16, SubSee +5 & +10

Additional equipment add on :  
Kenko 1.4x & 2x Teleconverter

EunJae Im 
(Republic of Korea)

http://ejlabs.net
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Wire coral goby, F/13, 1/60sec, 100mm, ISO 160



EunJae’s Portfolio
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Mototi octopus
F/10, 1/160sec, 100mm, ISO 160

Spaghetti Garden Eel
F/13, 1/200sec, 100mm, ISO 200

Mouthbrooding Cardinalfish
F/11, 1/200sec, 100mm, ISO 200

Redhead coral goby, F/22, 1/320sec, 100mm, ISO 160Ribborn eel, F/5, 1/200sec, 100mm, ISO 160

Magnificent Anemone Shrimp
F/2.8, 1/320sec, 100mm, ISO 160

Anker's Whip Coral Shrimp
F/13, 1/200sec, 100mm, ISO 200

Zanzibar Whip Coral Shrimp
F/14, 1/100sec, 100mm, ISO 200

Night Shrimp
F/19, 1/200sec, 60mm, ISO 200

Fang blenny
F/14, 1/200sec, 100mm, ISO 200



FOCUS ON COMPACT 

CAMERAS Part... 6

by	  Henry	  	  Jager
www.conartix-photo.ch

Image Quality
After learning how to compose a photograph, we now look at the 
image quality itself. No matter what subject it contains. Exposure, 
contrast, sharpness, and colours are our next topics. To achieve a 
high image quality, a perfect shooting is as important as post 
processing. A mediocre shot can be made to a quite good shot, 
but not to a super good shot. The rule is simple. What you didn't 
picture, you can't get right in Photoshop (composing is not part of 
this course). Or the other way round: with high quality raw 
material, post processing is really fun and opens the door to eye 
catching pictures!  Today's winning shots are perfect in both trades: 
shooting and post processing.

Exposure
Digital age brought us very convenient tools to check the proper 
exposure, even under water. The first and most obvious one is well 
known also from the days before digital. Is a simple exposure 
meter, showing a scale where you have to achieve a zero. + is 
overexposed, - underexposed. Not that strict of course, because 
an -0.3 or -0.7 can add come nice contrast and colour saturation.

Shadow and Highlights
Within most of the camera, you can choose the simple but also 
effective tool "Shadows and Highlight". It will show you for 
example in red where the picture is overexposed to an extent, that 
the structures are lost. The picture area is so called "burned out". 
No way to get them back in Photoshop. Unless you shoot the "high 
key" style, you must avoid this.

Attention: Burned out areas don't have to be white. Also colours 
like yellow or red can burn out and lose all the structures.

Having underexposed part which are black, the "Shadow 
Highlight" tool shows you the area, for example in blue. Shooting 
the "low key" style as well as just shooting black backgrounds of 
course you will like it, otherwise shoot the picture brighter.

The Histogram
The disadvantage of the above described "Highlight/Shadow" tool is, that it doesn't 
define the areas between black and white as well exposed or not. To have these areas 
under control, you can use the histogram. Mostly, we like to have a "Gauss hen" 
curve, that means one with the top of the "mountain" in the middle and going down 
equally on both sides. When you check your histogram, you find rarely a perfect 
shape. It depends on the type of picture you shoot, if you allow some overhang to the 
left (more dark) or to the right (more bright). But if you have, you can try to adjust and 
get better results. Just play around. Experience is the best teacher you can have!

Within the histogram you see also the black and burned out parts.  Look at the left and 
the right border (at 0 and at 255) if you have a peak there. You have black or burned 
out parts. The higher the peak the bigger the area. In Photoshop you can go with your 
cursor along the histogram and the amount of pixels can be read beneath.

Dynamic range
Each histogram reaches from 0 to 255. But some cameras are better in doing 
Highlights and shadows than others. The dynamic range describes this. It's the ratio 
between the largest and the smallest signal which can be managed. The higher the 
dynamic range, the better a camera can handle shadows and highlights. 

Outlook
During the next months, we're proceeding with the next technical quality factors: 
Contrast Sharpness and Colors.

© Henry Jager

The histogram of this Anemone 
fish shows a nearly perfect 
shape . Bu t on l y on ra re 
occasions, one can reach this 
under water.  The most 
important thing is to avoid peaks 
at 0 or 255 (the left and the right 
border) unless we shoot black 
backgrounds or high key shots. 
Use your common sense to 
i n t e r p r e t t h e h i s t o g r a m .  
Olympus E-5, Zuiko 50mm 
macro lens, 1,4x teleconverter 
(1/250s, F10, ISO 100).
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The East Coast of the UAE has the advantage of not only offering wreck 
& reef diving with plenty of tropical fishes but is also an interesting 
destination for macro life lovers. Due to the warm currents of the Arabian 
Sea, the Gulf of Oman and the Indian Ocean this region has the diversity 
of the marine life, exotic fish, colourful soft and hard corals, and of 
course variety of macro-life inhabitants. All this can make the diving in 
UAE attractive for UW macro and super macro photographers.

How to get there: 

To get there, first of all you should fly to Dubai or Sharjah. Then you need 
to go by car on the east coast of the UAE (about one and a half hour drive 
from Dubai or Sharjah). You can ask the dive operator in advance to 
arrange the transfer from airport for you. There are many diving centres 
and clubs operating here that will help you enjoy the region’s diving (Al 
Boom Diving at Le Meridien Al Aqah Resort, Divers Down at Miramar Al 
Aqah Beach Resort, Freestyle Divers at Royal Beach). But last time I 
usually dive with Scuba 2000. It is a small resort and diving centre nestled 
among palm groves directly on Al Bidiya beach at the foot of the Hajjar 
Mountains on the east coast of the UAE. 

Diving Details: 

There are many dive sites on the East Cost (Anemone garden, Car 
Cemetery, Dibba Island, Hole in the Wall, Inchcape 1– (wreck), Inchcape 
2-(wreck), Martiny Rock, Snoopy Island etc.) and mostly they are 
reachable by boat. Scuba 2000 has a speedboat for diver’s transportation, 
so the time to approach a desirable dive site can vary from 5 to 20 min. 
The depth is from 12m to 30m. Usually they do 2 dives in one boat trip 
with a surface interval on the boat or on the small wild beach. You can 
have soft drinks and some fruits during the break. Usually the first dive 
starts at 09:00 am, but as the resort is quite small, you can discuss the 
schedule and plan your diving with the staff. Night diving is also available.

Water temperature ranges 
from a cooler 21°C in 
January to a warmer 34°C in 
July and August. Although 
the land temperature can be 
in the high 40’s in the 
summer months, so I would 
recommend to avoid coming 
in summertime to Emirates, 
as it is not so comfortable 
due to the heat. Diving in the 
UAE is available all year 
round but the best seasons 
a r e f r o m t h e e n d o f 
September till December 
and from March to May. In 
January and February the 
temperature of air is little bit 
coo le r and somet imes 
strong winds and waves 
could intervene the diving. 
But this could happen not 
too much often.

Depending on the moon's cycle, currents can sometimes be a problem, 
and dive operators will either anchor or carry out drift dives. The 
visibility is normally between 3-12 meters.

www.iyadphotography.com

by Iyad Suleyman

Macro photography on the East Coast
of the United Arab Emirates
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Eye of crab – 100mm and +15 wet diopter - F/18, 1/200sec, ISO 100

Blenny – 105mm and +15 wet diopter - F/11, /125sec, ISO 63



Macro Marine Life Highlights: 
Seahorse, Nudibranch, Blenny, Goby, Shrimpgoby, Boxer Shrimp, See Urchin 
Partner Shrimp, Squat Shrimp, Decorator Crab, Crinoid Squat Lobster, Crinoid 
Clingfish, Squid, Pipefish, Anemone Fish, Hawkfish, Jawfish, Boxfish, Peacook 
Flounder and many more.

What you LIKED about this trip:
I like diving in Emirates as here you can find some specific critters, which are 
hardly found in another places. To find them you should be just little bit more 
focused and keep your eyes open. 

What you DID NOT LIKE about this trip:
Sometimes the visibility here is really poor, but for macro photography it’s still OK. 
Another not pleasant thing is that you can feel sometimes thermoclines with 
temperature of 28°C dropping immediately to 23°C.

Extra details: 
At certain times of the year there are small invasions of jelly fish some of which are 
of the stinging varieties so it is recommended to wear skins for your enjoyment. 
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Seahorse – 50mm
F/16, 1/100, ISO 160

Long arm shrimp – 105mm and +15 wet diopter
F/7,1, 1/160sec, ISO 100

Feather star clingfish – 50mm and +10 SubSee - F/14, 1/100sec, ISO 160

Rock cleaner shrimp – 50mm and +10 SubSee
F/16, 1/160sec, ISO 100

Longsnout Stick Pipefish – 60mm and +10 SubSee
F/8, 1/125sec, ISO 200



Resort Rating: 3 (Average)
Dive Operator Rating: 4 (Good)
Dive Guide Rating:  4 (Good)
Macro Diving Activity Rating: 4 (Good)
Marine Life Rating:  4 (Good)
Visibility:  3-12 Metres

Overall Rating:  4 (Good)

Resort and Dive Operator Name:  

Scuba 2000

Contact Details: 

Phone:  (9719) 2388477

Email:  scubauae@emirates.net.ae

Website:  www.scuba-2000.com
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Squat shrimp – 50mm and +10 SubSee
F/16, 1/100sec, ISO 160

Sea urchin partner shrimp – 50mm
F/16, 1/100sec, ISO 160

Whip goby –70mm
F/11, 1/160, ISO 160

Crinoid squat lobster – 100mm and +10 SubSee
F/14, 1/160sec, ISO 100

Nudibranch – 105mm and +10 SubSee
F/16, 1/100sec, ISO 160



Article and graphic charts by Chris Spence

UWMP Survey Results 
What do you feel is an acceptable 

Crop factor?
When it comes to why we take underwater images all our 
members have different objectives, Competition Entries, 
Print Media submissions or Personal Enjoyment. Each of 
these different objectives requires manipulation or minimal 
manipulation of an image depending on the objective.

This month’s survey question “What do you feel is an 
Acceptable Crop factor” is in my mind subjective 
depending on the context the Crop was applied as each 
objective has different requirements.

So we refined the question to your personal preference.

Of the 92 votes cast “Whatever is required” polled 48% of 
the vote with “10 – 20%” polling 41%.

I have to say this was a low voting question but it certainly 
generated some great commentary from those who voted. 
I think the consensus being that most would not like to 
have to crop but do not see it as an issue provided they get 
the result they wanted. 

I would expect the majority that answered “10 – 20%” 
would be the Competition photographers in the Group as 
this is generally the allowed range.

Thank you to all those members that took the time to cast 
their vote and provided their comments.
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Question & Answer time.... 

Q: Some members have started to ask me after I launched,  Why Group and Page too?

A: I am taking the group to the next level and some other reasons which I will reveal later on :-) 

The GROUP as you already know... is about members activities who want to inspire, improve their underwater macro photography skills or learn along 
with other members and also other activities like discussions, surveys, Q&As or just friendship. 

The PAGE... is all about SHOW CASING to the world. Lots of people from facebook didn't want to get involved with any group and just love the photos 
only. So now they have the chance to enjoy our work. We spend lots of time diving and money on photography equipment, so I would like to take this 
opportunity to help you share your passion and show the world how good you are and our group is.

Our admin team will post very interesting photos from the group members only and share them on the PAGE everyday. We have more than 6,000 
photos that have been posted on the group so far. We will select from the past and present photos. It will be a good place for you to visit everyday too. 

Please remember.... only our admin team can select and upload the photos from the group so no one else can upload to the PAGE, so make sure you 
keep posting your photos. Also please drop me an email as I would love to hear what you think?

I’m proud to announce that now we have an Underwater Macro Photographers PAGE on 
Facebook. Please let all your friends and family know and just click LIKE on the page and 
they will start to enjoy our wonderful underwater macro photography world.

www.facebook.com/UnderwaterMacroPhotographers
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Thank you very much to all members and admin team who appeared in our 
1st Anniversary ePhotobook and were involved in this project. I hope you 
enjoyed our first gift of 101 selected member photographers and photos. 

We had so much great feedback and comments from lots of members and 
their friends. We were the first to produce a FREE ePhotobook full of 
beautiful, quality photos from members to members.

If you still have not downloaded it, here is the link.... 

www.uwmacrophotographers.com/flipbook/1anniversary/1anniversary.html

Who will be in our 2nd Anniversary edition? 

Going to be 102 photos and photographers or will it be 202? 
You will have to keep on diving and posting.....
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Thank your very much for your kind support for this group and 
I hope you like this eNews and are enjoying learning with us.

For the next few issues we are looking for...

  Macro diving trip article or report 
 Tips and Tricks for UW Macro Photography 

 Any topic to help our members take better photos 

If you have any comments or feedback or want to be part of our eNews, 
please feel free to email me at 

ken.thongpila@gmail.com

PLEASE DO NOT USE THE PHOTOS AND DETAILS INAPPROPRIATELY


